Herman Miller Healthcare
Casework
Herman Miller Casework offers a built-by-hand, cohesive appearance in a modular solution made to perform. Patients experience attractive surroundings. Caregivers have all the function they need to deliver quality outcomes efficiently. Thoughtfully designed and durably constructed, Herman Miller Casework can be configured for any space, delivering years of reliable performance.
Integrated Aesthetics
We’ve designed our Casework to work equally well on its own or integrated with other products, including the Compass™ System and Co/Struc® System. This gives you a modular solution that can be tailored for any application or layout, while still maintaining a cohesive look. From storage space to workspace and specialized healthcare requirements, Herman Miller Casework offers dozens of ways to design unique environments that fit your needs.
Designed for Performance

A weight load capacity of 600 pounds accommodates heavy equipment with ease, while a sink base cabinet helps maintain cleanliness and conceals exposed plumbing. Finishes can be integrated with the Co/Struc System to create a cohesive aesthetic.
Constructed for Durability
Herman Miller Casework is built for 21st-century healthcare spaces, supporting both hands-on and digital job duties. Strong, preassembled units fit together and perform efficiently. Whether configured as a bench or an island, they encourage collaboration, support power and data support, and are seismic certified.
**Built to Endure**
- Full-extension drawer slides with steel ball bearings
- Strong, tongue-and-groove construction
- 5mm HPL door and drawer fronts, 2mm HPL edge banding
- Fully encapsulated urethane sealed glass doors
- Self-closing, heavy-duty concealed hinges
- High-impact, anti-tilt plastic clips

**General Dimensions:**
- Base Cabinets: 18, 24, 30” Depths; 18–36” Widths
- Sink Base Cabinet: 18, 24, 30” Depths; 18–36” Widths
- ADA Cabinets: 18, 24” Depths; 18–48” Widths
- Overhead Cabinets: 10.5, 17” Depths; 24–48” Widths
- Storage Cabinets: 18, 24” Depths; 24–48” Widths

**Warranty:** 12-year, parts and labor included

**CASEWORK** hermanmiller.com/casework
- Casework components are ideal for exam areas, nurses’ stations, places for nourishment and med prep, and utility rooms.
- Popular sizes and configurations give healthcare professionals the furnishings they need.
- Colors and materials complement our other modular product lines for an integrated aesthetic.
- Combining Casework with our other products yields one convenient source for all your furniture needs, now and in the future.

**Designed for the Environment**
In keeping with our commitment to sustainability, Herman Miller Casework is made of 68 percent recycled materials, while wood content in work surface substrates is certified to be over 90 percent reclaimed wood.
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